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Abstract. Automated identification of tasks in email messages can be very
useful to busy email users. What constitutes a task varies across individuals and
must be learned for each user. However, training data for this purpose tends to
be scarce. This paper addresses the lack of training data using domain-specific
semantic features in document representation for reducing vocabulary
mismatches and enhancing the discriminative power of trained classifiers when
the number of training examples is relatively small.
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1 Introduction
Lack of training data and idiosyncratic, highly ambiguous user definitions of tasks
make email task classification very challenging. A simple bag-of-words approach is
problematic mainly due to vocabulary mismatches. Some such mismatches can be
resolved by proper text preprocessing such as stemming or tokenization. However, the
differentiation of word senses and the generalization of word meanings for synonyms
are not easily solved. Bloehdorn and Hortho [2] explored the use of ontologies
(semantic hierarchies) such as WordNet and claimed that classification performance
improved on a standard benchmark dataset such as Reuters 21578. However, their
baseline performance was lower than the baseline reported by Li and Yang [2] where
no such additional Natural Language Processing features were used.
Our hypothesis is that classification performance can be improved by using domain
specific semantic features. In this paper, we investigate the use of semantic features to
overcome the vocabulary mismatch problem using a general ontology and domain
specific knowledge engineering. When we extracted the ontology information using
domain specific grammars indicating the appropriate semantic ancestor (e.g.,
conference-session versus the too general thing or too specific tutorial concepts), we
observed improvement over naively extracting ontology information.
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2 Natural Language Feature Extraction
Our approach uses rules to extract features from natural language text. We use syntactic
information from dependency parses produced by Connexor Machinese Syntax[4] and
semantic concepts from the RADAR’s Scone[6] ontology system. Sets of construction
rules (inspired by Construction Grammar [3]) map Connexor’s syntactic structures onto
semantic frames. The construction rules encode patterns that are matched against the
syntactic parse to add general pragmatic information (e,g., speech-acts: requestinformation, request-action, reject-proposal), semantic information (e.g., semantic
roles: agent, patient, location) and domain specific features (e.g., conference-session,
briefing, meeting) to the final semantic frame. The inventory of domain specific features
was determined manually. At run time, features are extracted using ConAn rules that
combine Scone concepts with speech-act information and/or semantic roles. These
domain features are tied to domain specific classes or sub-tasks (e.g., information, web,
meetings, food, conference sessions, etc…) identified by the classifier.
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Fig. 1. Macro F1 of SVM

3 Evaluation and Results
We tested our semantic features using SVM [1] on 548 training emails and evaluated
on 107 unseen emails. The training emails were hand-labeled with eight previously
defined categories (task types). We tested two conditions: first, naively extracting
Scone concepts for each word and its semantic parent(s) and grandparent(s) and then,
second, extracting semantic features to find the most appropriate domain specific
ancestor(s) using construction rules. Naively extracted Scone concepts hurt system
performance. However, the construction grammar driven semantic features did well
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on training data of up to 500 emails. The ontology, construction analyzer and
classifier modules described in this paper are being developed as a part of RADAR
[5], a system that will act as a personal assistant in such tasks as classifying e-mail,
updating web information, scheduling rooms and scheduling meetings.
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